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Abstract
The standard calculation of the spectrum of density perturbations produced during
inflation assumes (i) |n − 1| ≪ 1 and (ii) |dn/d ln k| ≪ |n − 1|. Slow-roll predicts and
observations require (i), but neither slow-roll nor observations require (ii). In this paper
I derive formulae for the spectrum P, spectral index n, and running of the spectral
index dn/d ln k, assuming only (i) and not (ii). I give a large class of observationally
viable examples in which these general slow-roll formulae are accurate but the standard
slow-roll formulae for the spectral index and running are incorrect.
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1 Introduction
Inflation [1, 2] explains why the universe is big, full of matter, and approximately spatially
homogeneous, isotropic and flat on the largest observable scales. It also produces curva-
ture perturbations [3] which eventually grow to produce all the structure in the observable
universe. These curvature perturbations also provide a unique observational opportunity to
determine the more detailed properties of inflation. In this paper, I will show that the stan-
dard formulae relating the spectrum of curvature perturbations to the properties of inflation,
such as











can be incorrect even in the context of slow-roll inflation and current observational bounds,
and provide new formulae which are robust. These formulae will clearly be important if one
wants to use observations to probe the properties of inflation in a model independent way.
Some of these formulae have already been presented and discussed in a companion paper [4].
Here I give a complete set of formulae with derivations and more examples.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 1: Introduction. Section 2: Motivation.
Section 3: Formalism. Section 4: Series Formulae for the Spectrum in terms of the slow-
roll parameters and in terms of the inflaton potential. Section 5: Integral Formulae for
the Spectrum in terms of the slow-roll parameters and in terms of the inflaton potential.
Section 6: Optimized Standard Slow-Roll. Section 7: Examples. The Appendices contain a
summary of notation and various secondary formulae used in this paper, give the relationship
between the series formulae and the integral formulae, and give explicit formulae for the
coefficients of the series formulae.
2 Motivation
In slow-roll [5] inflation, with a single component inflaton, the energy density is dominated




φ˙2 + V ≃ V (2)
and the equation of motion
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+ V ′ = 0 (3)
reduces to the slow-roll equation of motion
3Hφ˙+ V ′ ≃ 0 (4)













for some small parameter ξ. In this approximation, the spectrum of curvature perturbations


















= δ1 = O(ξ) (9)
and so we see that the spectrum is approximately scale invariant
nRc ≡ 1 +
d lnPRc
d ln k
= 1 +O(ξ) (10)
as is required by observations, and also by the fact that we have not specified an exact time
to evaluate the right hand side of Eq. (7). Thus slow-roll is well justified by observations.
To calculate the deviation of the spectral index from one, the standard extra assumption
is to assume that the O(ξ) terms in Eq. (7) are also approximately scale invariant and so do
not contribute to the spectral index at order ξ. With this extra assumption one gets





where again the right hand side should be evaluated around the time the mode k left the
horizon during inflation. The O(ξ) terms in Eq. (7) involve ǫ and δ1 and so Eq. (11) assumes
ǫ and δ1 are approximately scale invariant, as can also be seen from the fact that we have
not specified an exact time to evaluate the right hand side of Eq. (11). This in turn implies
dnRc
d ln k
= O (ξ2) (12)
which is not required by observations. Thus the standard extra assumption used to derive
Eq. (11), i.e. to determine the deviation of the spectral index from one, is not justified by
observations, nor is it a consequence of slow-roll.
If this extra assumption is not correct then the standard formula for the power spectrum,
Eq. (7), will be correct to leading order but the standard formulae for the spectral index,
Eq. (11), will not be correct even to leading order, while the standard estimate for the
running of the spectral index, Eq. (12), will not even be the correct order. This is because,
for the spectral index to be close to 1 as is indicated by observations, the leading term in
the power spectrum should be approximately scale invariant, but the subleading terms need
not be and so can contribute at leading order to the spectral index and its derivatives.
In this paper I will derive formulae for the spectrum, spectral index and running of the
spectral index without making any extra assumptions beyond slow-roll, which is well justified
by observations. In this general slow-roll approximation dnRc/d ln k can be of the same order


























ϕk = 0 (15)




e−ikη as −kη →∞
Akz as −kη → 0 (16)
































f ′′ − 3f ′
f
(20)








Therefore, using the Green’s function method, Eq. (19) with the boundary condition Eq. (16)
can be written as the integral equation








g(lnu) y(u) [y∗0(u) y0(x)− y∗0(x) y0(u)] (22)













4 Series Formulae for the Spectrum
To solve Eq. (22) we expand f(lnx) and g(ln x) in power series in ln(x/x⋆) where x⋆ is some

























This is similar to Stewart and Gong [6], but I will make different assumptions about the
magnitudes of the fn’s and gn’s. I assume [f(lnx)− f(lnx⋆)]/f(lnx⋆) and g(lnx) are small
around the time the mode k leaves the horizon, i.e. for ln x of order one. In terms of the fn’s




for n ≥ 1 and
gn = O(ξ) (27)
This is equivalent to Eqs. (204) and (205). We want to solve Eq. (22) to order ξ, i.e. to
leading order in all the gn’s.
4.1 A particular solution







If ν = 0 or ν = 1 then Eq. (19) can be solved exactly. See Refs. [8] and [9] respectively.
However, we will be interested in the solution for arbitrary ν but only to leading order in ξ.
This is obtained by substituting Eqs. (28) and (21) into the right hand side of Eq. (22)
















A little calculation gives
y(x) = y0(x) +
ξx−ν⋆
(3− ν)(1 − ν)
[




















































This is constant to order ξ and so we can evaluate it at any convenient time around horizon










































) Γ(2 + ν)
1− ν − 1
]
(35)






































and noting that the solution of Section 4.1 was linear in g throughout, we can equate the






























4.3 Series formulae for the spectrum in terms of the slow-roll
parameters
Expressing f and the gn’s in terms of the slow-roll parameters using Eqs. (223), (231)






1 + 2 (6b1 − 1) ǫ⋆ + 2
∞∑
n=1









































Explicit formulae for the dn’s are given in Appendix A.8. Using Eqs. (8), (9), (208) and (209)











































































































Standard slow-roll would correspond to setting D⋆ = 1, i.e. dn = 0 for n ≥ 1, and neglecting
the −2ǫ term in the formula for PRc .
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4.4 Series formulae in terms of the inflaton potential
Expressing f and the gn’s in terms of the inflaton potential using Eqs. (223), (220), (231)

















































































































































































) 3Γ(2 + ν)
(1− ν)(3− ν) (66)
Standard slow-roll would correspond to setting Q⋆ = 1, i.e. qn = 0 for n ≥ 1, and neglecting
the −7U/6 term in the formula for PRc .
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5 Integral Formulae for the Spectrum
In this section I will derive integral formulae for the spectrum, spectral index and running
of the spectral index equivalent to the series formulae of Section 4.









































Now from Eq. (21)
















cos(2u) + 2u sin(2u)− u2 cos(2u)]+ i [sin(2u)− 2u cos(2u)− u2 sin(2u)]}
(71)






















































































W (u) g(lnu) +O (g2)} (74)
where










W (x) = 1 +O (x2) (76)









































































































































where θ(x) = 0 for x < 0 and θ(x) = 1 for x > 0.































































ω(x) = 1 +O (x2) (84)



































































































5.2 Integral formulae in terms of the inflaton potential


















































































































































































nRc − 1 = −3U⋆ − 2
∫ ∞
0
































[−xW ′(x)] = −4
5





dxW ′(x) = 1 (104)

























































= −2V2|aH=k/ exp(α+ 1
3
) (109)
which I will call “optimized standard slow-roll”. See Figure 2.
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7 Examples
Consider the class of potentials 1
V = V0e
λφ [1 + Af(νφ)] (110)








λ2 = O (ξ) (112)
Aν
λ
f ′ = O (ξ) (113)


















f ′ +O (ξ2)] (116)















































(1− ǫ)H = −
V ′
V
[1 +O(ξ)] = −λ [1 +O(ξ)] (119)
Therefore













1This form is chosen for illustrative convenience. Similar but more realistic potentials include those of
the form V = V0[1 +A1 f1(φ/Λ1) +A2 f2(φ/Λ2)] with A2 ≪ A1 ≪ 1 and Λ1 ≫ Λ2.
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and setting φ0 = 0, we have






φ⋆ ≃ λN + λ ln x⋆ (123)
φ|aH= k
u
≃ λN + λ ln u (124)


















f ′(λνN + λν ln x⋆)
]
(125)


















f ′′′(λνN + λν ln x⋆) (127)
















duW ′(u) f ′(λνN + λν ln u)
]
(128)















duW ′(u) f ′′′(λνN + λν ln u) (130)











nRc − 1 = −λ2 +
2Aν
λ





(λν)2 f ′′′(λνN ) (133)













nRc − 1 = −λ2 +
2Aν
λ





(λν)2 f ′′′(λνN⋆) (136)
where
N⋆ ≡ N + α + 1
3
(137)
































































































































































λν Q(λν) eλνN (150)
where
Q(ν) ≡ Q⋆(ν)|x⋆=1 (151)
7.4 Sine
For











































(ip)nf˜(p) eipx dp (156)











































For an arctangent step
















































1 + λ2ν2 (ln u+N )2
}
(163)
See Figures 2 and 3.
For a hyperbolic tangent step


















































cosh2 [λν (ln u+N )]
}
(167)



























































[−λ2ν2 (ln u+N )2]}
(171)
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Figure 2: Spectrum for the arctangent step of Eq. (160) using standard slow-roll (long
dash), standard slow-roll with 1st order corrections [8] (dash) and standard slow-roll with
2nd order corrections [6] (short dash), all evaluated at aH = k, and optimized standard
slow-roll (dot dash) and general slow-roll (solid). The parameters are λ = 0.1, A = λ3/ν and
λν = {0.5, 1, 2, 4}, top left to bottom right. Standard slow-roll fails to converge for λν & 2,
while optimized standard slow-roll completely misses the ringing that occurs for λν & 4.







Figure 3: Spectrum for steepening arctangent steps, with λ = 0.1, A = 10−5 and ν =
{10, 20, 40, 80, 160}, enclosed by the sharp step limit of Eq. (175).
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7.7 Sharp step
A sharp step is given by taking the large |λν| limit of a smooth step such as those above.
Letting s = λν(ln u+N ) we can write the integral in Eq. (128) as∫ ∞
0







































































































e−N W ′(e−N ) = −3 (1− 3e2N ) cos (2e−N )+ 3
2
(
5− 3e2N ) eN sin (2e−N ) (176)
∼ 4
5
e−2N as N →∞ (177)
∼ −3 cos (2e−N ) as N → −∞ (178)
This could have been obtained more simply by substituting f(x) = θ(x) into Eq. (128), but
that method would miss the damping of the oscillations that occurs for N . − ln |λν|. See



















































































7.8 Bump or dip





















































duW ′(u) (ln u+N )[
1 + λ2ν2 (ln u+N )2]2
}
(185)





















































duW ′(u) sinh [λν (ln u+N )]
cosh3 [λν (ln u+N )]
}
(189)






























































In this appendix I summarize the notation used in this paper.
dη ≡ dt
a


















, f(lnx) ≡ xz , g(lnx) ≡ f




























α ≡ 2− ln 2− γ ≃ 0.729637 (198)













n ≡ Q⋆(ν) ≡ (2x⋆)−ν cos
(πν
2
) 3Γ(2 + ν)
(1− ν)(3 − ν) (200)












In this paper I assume the general slow-roll approximation
ǫ = O(ξ) (204)
δn = O(ξ) (205)
















The slow-roll parameters are related by
dǫ
d ln a
= 2 (ǫ+ δ1) ǫ (208)
dδn
d ln a




= 2 (ǫ+ δ1) = O(ξ) (210)
and so ǫ is approximately constant in the slow-roll approximation. The standard slow-roll
approximation assumes the δn’s are also approximately constant, but this is not true in
general and I will not assume it.
A.3 Slow-roll parameters in terms of the inflaton potential




φ˙2 + V (φ) (211)


















































































































for n ≥ 2 (221)
A.4 x, f and g in terms of the slow-roll parameters and the inflaton
potential





















































+O (ξ2) = (f ′
f
)(n−1)






































































for n ≥ 2 (232)
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A.6 Relationship between the series formulae and the integral for-
mulae











[ω(u)− θ(x⋆ − u)] (234)










































































































ψ(1) = −γ ≃ −0.577215665 (244)
ψ(n)(1) = (−1)n+1n! ζ(n+ 1) for n ≥ 1 (245)




for n even, n ≥ 2 (247)
where B2 = 1/6, B4 = 1/30, . . . are the Bernoulli numbers.
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A.8 Calculating the dn’s
Appendix A.7 contains some mathematical formulae used in this section. The dn’s are given









≡ Re [eE⋆(ν)] (248)
where


































−α⋆ + iπ2 for n = 1
(n− 1)! ζ(n) for n even, n ≥ 2
(n− 1)! [ζ(n)− 2] for n odd, n ≥ 3
(251)
and
α⋆ = 2− ln 2− γ − ln x⋆ = α− ln x⋆ (252)
Some explicit values are
d0 = 1 (253)


































Numerical values for x⋆ = 1 are d1 ≃ −0.729637, d2 ≃ −0.145048, d3 ≃ −0.030669, d4 ≃
−0.055787. d1 agrees with Ref. [8] and d2 with Ref. [6].
A.9 Calculating the qn’s




n ≡ Q⋆(ν) ≡ (2x⋆)−ν cos
(πν
2
) 3Γ(2 + ν)
(1− ν)(3− ν) (258)


















Some explicit values are
q0 = 1 (261)


















































where β⋆ ≡ α⋆ + 13 = α + 13 − ln x⋆. Numerical values for x⋆ = 1 are q1 ≃ 1.062970,
q2 ≃ 0.209275, q3 ≃ 0.100428, q4 ≃ −0.022311. q1 agrees with Ref. [8] and q2 with Ref. [6].
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